Senior Director, Commodity Supply and Control  
(Concord / Londonderry)

The objective of the Sr. Director of Supply and Control is to oversee the strategy and operations of Gas Supply, Gas Control, and Electric Supply and Control. They will be responsible for the O & M and Capital budgets and oversee a leadership team of specialists in their fields.

The Sr. Director of Commodity Supply and Control will have oversight to the leaders responsible for Commodity, Gas Control, Electric Control and Emergency Dispatch.

**Job Functions:**

**Gas Supply**

- Provide long term supply forecasts for all gas utilities
- Provide strategic support for Least Cost Integrated Resource Plans
- Negotiate long term supply contracts with pipeline suppliers
- Ensure the execution of daily gas nominations for all regions are being performed
- Support regulatory processes for recovery of gas costs, including acting as an expert witness where appropriate

**Electric Control and Emergency Dispatch (Gas & Electric)**

- Ensure 24/7 monitoring of electric systems to ensure safe and reliable service
- Oversee the internal communications process for emergency response (911 reporting)
- Accountability to ensure the execution of switching orders
- Oversight and responsibility for operational aspects of SCADA system
- Dispatch crews for all utilities in Liberty’s system
- Receive emergency calls from Liberty’s service territories during regular business hours (NH and overflow) and after hours (all utilities)

**Gas Control**

- 24/7 monitoring of gas utilities to ensure safe and reliable gas service
- Provide daily forecasts of gas requirements to the Gas Supply group
- Oversight and responsibility for operational aspects of SCADA system

**Department**

- Ensures the operations an operating in a safe environment for all employees and members of the public and ensures regulatory compliance for department activities.
- Oversee the development of policies, procedures and plans for operating, maintaining and improving the electric and gas infrastructure.
- Ensure the team is participating in training related to safety, environmental, and new work.
- Responsible for the performance against budget goals.
- Ensure the operations is effectively managing distribution performance and efficiency metrics.
- Team is responsive to customer or PUC inquires and complaints.
- Ensure team is compliant with DOT regulations.
- Provide input to Collective Bargaining negotiations for unionized employees

**Minimum Requirements:**
- Masters and or Bachelor’s degree
- 15 years’ experience
- Minimum 7 years leadership experience, with experience managing a unionized workforce
- Previous utilities experience, specifically in the gas or electric supply or control areas
- Technical knowledge of Gas, Electric business
- Ability to build forecasting models and strong financial acumen
- Knowledge and experience in dispatch and/or control functions required
- Proficient knowledge of Microsoft Office (Word & Excel) and Outlook required.

**Apply Link:** [https://algonquin.applicantstack.com/x/detail/a27p2ka7egbg](https://algonquin.applicantstack.com/x/detail/a27p2ka7egbg)